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RING ACCELERATORS
1) The Betatron

qv x B0=-mv x 

C Cyclotron Frequency such that:  qB0= -mwc = -m v/r = -|p|/r

If we have a time dependent B field, this induces an electric field that can be

used for accelaration.
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The particle can be accellarated only once until the field reaches ist

maximum value B0
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How it looks like:



Axial stability

The magnetic field forces the particle back to the medium plane.

The restoring force is provived by the magnetic field gradient.

Emax=300 MeV for e-



2) Cyclotron

Constant Magnetic Field, Accelaration happens via a oscillating electric field between the dees

HF=| Z| angular velocity of the particle (10 MHz)

• Independent of the radius!!!

• Maximal Energy does not

depend on E!!

Schematic from

the top

EMAX proton =20 MeV



Side View

When the particles become relativistic   m-->m    with

Hence the particle becomes heavier and the C diminishes.

One can overcome this problem reducing the HF frequency  while the particle

travels (Syncrocyclotron, only possible in bunch mode) or one can increase

the magnetic field such that the radius stays constant

(Isocyclotron,possible in continuous mode)
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Not suited for the accelaration of electrons!



One of the first Cyclotrons...



... and a little bit later



The isochrone- cyclotron at PSI



Synchrotron

For relativistic particles (v c):

The orbit radius increases with the Energy and this can be compensated only

by higher magnetic fields. Maximal B =5-10 T!!!! Moreover big jokes are very

expensive.

The new idea is to keep the orbit constant and oblige the particle to run along

the circle via dipole magnets. Along the path there are different accelaration

gaps such that E/B stays constant. This means that the magnetic field has to be

risen synchronic to the E field.



Synchrotron
                    (Wille, Teilchenbeschleuniger)
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Dipole and Quadropole
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Focusing

Since the quadrupole is focusing the beam in one direction and

defocusing in the other, there are placed couple-wise after one

another and turned of 90 deg.



Synchrotron Radiation

Since the particles are accellarated on a circular orbit, they radiate energy.

For each circle we have the following energy loss:
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Such energy loss is 1013 times larger for electrons than for protons.

Despite of the fact that large radii can reduce such loss this implies a

maximal reachable energy for electron of 100 GeV

The limit in the accelleration of the protons is given by the steering magnets.

Furthermore particles have to be pre-accellerated before entering the

synchrotron, since the magnets cannot deflect particles with energy close to

0.
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Phase Diagram of the Synchrotron
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Lear (CERN)



Proton-Linac      (Wille, Teilchenbeschleuniger)

Good also for electron accelleration!

EMAX proton=100MeV, used as injector for ring accellarators

TESLA: 30 km electron LINAC for 500 GeV electrons



Phase Focusing

A particle that is faster and arrives earlier sees a smaller V and hence will be

slowed down in the next cycle. This is again only possible for a BUNCHED

beam.





Linacs at CERN

Largest LINAC at SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center)

L=3km, EMAX electron=50 GeV



Collider
                    (Wille, Teilchenbeschleuniger)
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Luminosity





Aleph Detector at CERN LEP



Accellarator Evolution: Fixed target Experiment



Accelarator Evolution: Colliders



pp 7000+7000LHC
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Energy, GeVAccellarator



Electron Beam Cooling at ESR GSI



Momentum spread due to the thermal motion.

Cooling should reduce the spread and hence increase 

the phase-space density

Principle of the stochastic Cooling


